Providing laboratory supplies to the scientific
community across Australia since 1987.
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We are proudly a 100% Australian owned
company.
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Made in Australia, for Australian conditions.

FREE pH PROBE OFFER
Buy any kit from the WP range and receive
1 standard pH probe free of charge
Quote reference No. REF656 to redeem!

SOME PRICED EXAMPLES BELOW
CODE

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

IM1105

Meter, pH mV temperature, waterproof, RS232 with pH and temperature sensors
and 1 meter cable WP-80

$702

IM1115

Meter, pH, mV, temperature, dual channel, with pH & temperature sensor
WP-80D

$777

IM0303

Meter portable multi parameter, pH, mV, wide-range conductivity, TDS and
temperature, waterproof, RS232, with K=1 conductivity /ATC/ temperature sensor
and pH sensor with 1m cables and calibration solutions WP81

$967

IM1135

Meter specific ion, pH, mV, temperature with RS232 interface, WP90

$803

IM1131

Meter dissolved oxygen, pH, mV, temperature, waterproof, RS232, with YSI D02 & pH
sensor & 1m cable, WP91

$1653

*Offer is for ONE standard pH probe with every purchase of a WP Series kit from the list above.
Offer does not include upgrading to an IJ probe. Additional upgrade cost of $102 will apply.
Offer ends 24th December 2020.

FREE

pH probe
Valued at over $100
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Pictures are for illustration purposes only and may vary with the final product. Rowe Scientific reserves the right to change pricing without notice. Whilst every
effort is made to ensure correctness at time of publication, specifications and details should be checked prior to ordering. All prices are subject to 10% GST.
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